Are you ready to fall in love again?
It was love at first sight. The vast expanse of blue stretching out ahead of the bow as you crisscross confidently through the water. You knew immediately that this was the life you wanted. The tranquility of a lazy afternoon on a secluded bay. A warm summer evening entertaining friends. An action-packed day of fishing, swimming and water sports.

Now Carver is ready to ignite that same kind of passion with a new line of motor yachts designed specifically for the year 2000. Yachts that are not only ready for the future, but put you back in touch with those feelings—and remind you of all the reasons you fell in love with boating to the first place.

For the year 2000, we offer an entire fleet of Voyager, Sedan and Motor Yachts, from 52 to 55 feet, each one individually crafted for exquisite comfort, stability and style. New cabin configurations, stronger warranty and a beautiful hard-wood finish complement Carver’s innovative hull building technologies.

We are also proud to introduce two completely new models, the 356 and 396 Motor Yachts. These new yachts offer you a glimpse into the future, cleverly combining the spaciousness and accommodations of the traditional saloon design with the sleek, contemporary styling of an express cruiser. The result is luxurious interior space that is much roomier and more comfortable than ever before. And added touches like smooth, more contoured edges, elliptical two-tiered windows and curved skylights, both from streamlined lower— and perfect sightlines, whether you’re sailing or preparing meals at the galley.

At Carver, we put our experience, our design effort and our energies into creating the very best yachts for blue-water cruising. With over 45 years of experience building, cruise ability and structural integrity into our motor yachts, we have always known the qualities you demand.

So when you’re ready to fall in love all over again, come and see us, start an introduction you to a new 2000 Carver Motor Yacht—one that’s sure to steal your heart and keep you captivated throughout every boating adventure.
Nothing even comes close to its stunning beauty.
Timeless design, a distinctive profile and the exceptional space-splint penetrable of the 530 Voyager Pilothouse set it apart. With exquisite comfort and style, the 530 combines superb structural integrity and total luxury. A large cockpit measuring range is beyond other boats in its class with the remarkable fuel capability.

Designs for entertaining as well as the helm stations comfort, the flybridge offers a large director’s lounge, seating for eight and a fun bar plus shelved storage for a large up to 180L. Long. A large sliding glass door leads from the cockpit to the panoramic salon when Francis O’Hara installs a light and visibility, a compass and door lead from pilothouse to bridge and there’s a starboard-side-deck access door.

Three different galley areas offer a choice of从 companionway area, extra cabinets or additional entertainment space, plus the standard fine in the entertainment suite with even, built-in convex microwave oven, refrigerator with separate freezer, and wide-surface countertops. An optional European oven in the dinette includes a single-basin sink, sink, hand and storage.
Only an exceptional boat leaves such an indelible impression.
The master head compartment features a cherry wood vanity, vanity sink, and walk-in shower.

The forward stateroom has a queen-size berth, storage, and a vanity with sink. The stateroom is accessed through a walk-in closet.

A distinctive feature of this yacht is the deck-level stateroom, which includes a walk-in closet and a private deck access. The stateroom is accessed through a sliding glass door, providing natural light and access to the deck.Two steps lead to the salon, featuring a large sofa, television, and dining area. The salon has a unique design with a combination of white and cherry wood finishes, creating a modern and elegant look.

The galley is equipped with a stainless steel sink, a microwave, and a refrigerator. The galley is located near the salon, making it easy to serve food and drinks to the guests. The yacht also has a spacious cockpit with seating for six, a grill, and a bar area. The cockpit is perfect for entertaining guests and enjoying the outdoor views.

The yacht's interior is designed with attention to detail, featuring high-quality materials and custom finishes. The use of cherry wood and white accents creates a warm and inviting atmosphere throughout the yacht. The yacht's design and layout make it an ideal choice for charter sailing, providing a comfortable and luxurious experience for up to 12 guests. 
It's changing the way people think about aft cabin yachts.
The master bedroom features a queen-size island berth with inner-spring mattress, lockable and transom, and an attached vanity with storage, plus a private head, shower and vanity compartments.

The forward head compartment includes a vanity with mirror and sink and a separate toilet.

The galley includes a microwave, three-burner electric range, oven, refrigerator, separate freezer, self-serve ice makers, and plenty of storage.

Cherry wood cabinetry and pines highlight the retro-vintage "great room," which brings together the saloon with the galley, fully equipped and dining area.

A third bedroom provides two single berths, hanging storage and private head compartment with shower and vanity.

Spaciousness has always been one of the hallmarks of the Carver design, and now the Carver 550 Motor Yacht does that same step further with a design that features raised, nearly flush-deck walkways, allowing easy movement to and from the full width of the beam. That gives the 550 a wider, more than expected interior, which we've further opened up with one big, inviting "great room." A double couch faces the sofa and dining area. A desk-style dining table and chairs give you extra flexibility, and the integrating two-sided, dual-pilothouse configuration offers unparalleled visibility whether you're seated or standing—plus, the streamlined windows add to the bold new and sweeping all-around vision.

On the bridge of the 550, there's a net bar and comfortable seating for captain and guests, including an L-shaped lounge and a double-wide lounge on the starboard side. The bar counter has its stowable seahorse spout, an external bridge. The glass-fiber enclosure leads to the open air deck, which is always waiting to entertain guests. The spice-red marble with its attractive sink adds the extra touch.
Its astonishing luxury is the envy of everyone on the water.

504 Cockpit Motor Yacht

Available features include:
- Three-stateroom floor plan
- Cockpit access through master stateroom
- Easy access to the walk-in engine compartment

The unique raised galley offers convenient access from both the cockpit and below, plus beautifully finished residential cabinetry. Both available, a three-barrel door with over, full-size refrigerator and matching, front and over-counter microwave.

Structurally integrated, louvered windows provide a view of the water from the galley and salon, and a basement. Lamination saloon area provides plenty of seating.

A second guest stateroom forward includes an island berth and private access to the head with stall shower (also available in three-stateroom plan).

The master stateroom features a queen-size island berth with lower storage, private head compartment with stall shower and vanity, and direct access to the cockpit.

When the weather won't spoil your fun aboard the 504 Cockpit Motor Yacht, the optional bridge hatch with enclosed and adjustable windows provide a climate-controlled environment, and the all-decked hatch provides position.

The 504's expansive forward windows create a bright, cheery atmosphere in the salon. The standard three-barrel door opens to the outside, for access to the cockpit. A sofa, or an available two-stateroom version provides a large entertainment area, plus an optional free-standing, dining table and separate chairs.
It sets the standard for design ingenuity.

456 Motor Yacht

Salon seating is finished in luxurious Ultrasuede plus there's an entertainment center, floor's standard, including 42" TV and audio with CD. The two-stateroom version provides this large living area with optional free-standing sofa and separate chairs.

The master head compartment features a stall showe, vanity with mirror, and the hand-wash in separate compartments.

It's a unique and special boat. The 456 Motor Yacht sets a new standard of luxury and offers the flexibility of two cabin floor plans. The comfortable bridge seating and spacious aft deck with wetbar are great for guests, and the aft deck's standard bimini with arch and rain down provides protection from the elements. Variable enclosures for the bridge seating and aft deck, as well as an optional aft deck air-conditioning system, can keep you cool and dry in all sorts of weather.
It has a penchant for having fun.

With a generously sized aft deck delivering 90 sq. ft. of floor space, the 406 Motor Yacht offers plenty of opportunities for entertaining. The aft deck hardtop with arch and available icemaker, plus the in-deck wetbar, make simply add to your fun. On the flybridge there's ample setting for guests, plus a sliding pilot seat and complete instrumentation. Large structurally insulated windows and touch activated tinted windows enhance visibility, along with the elegant portlights and deck hatches on both boards. They also give the 406 a clean, contemporary look.

The luxurious master stateroom offers the comfort of queen berth with touch-sensitive lights, plenty of storage, two hanging lockers and a private head compartment with stall shower.

The forward guest stateroom includes a comfortable double berth and hanging locker.

The Galley features clean lines, solid-surface counters, designer fabrics, and finely crafted maple wood cabinetry and trim.
Intelligent engineering puts it in a class by itself.

404 Cockpit Motor Yacht

The guest stateroom forward features a comfortable double berth and hanging locker and shirt storage.

The guest staterooms aft offer a double berth with over-the-counter storage, private head compartment with stall shower, hanging lockers, and direct access to the cockpit.

Designed to make entertaining pure pleasure, the 404 Cockpit Motor Yacht features a seafaring aft cockpit and available hardtop with arch and wing doors for weather protection. The large cockpit is great for water sport enthusiasts, and to make boating easier, there's an over-the-counter platform.

Redesigned, the available lower station helm provides weather-proof cruising options, and the fully equipped galley is perfect for any meal preparation, with a three-burner stove, oven, full-size refrigerator/freezer, and stainless-steel sink.
There's pure pleasure in this blend of aft cabin comfort and express cruiser style.
The master head compartment features vanity with solid-surface countertop, mirrored medicine cabinet, and stall shower with door.

The forward stateroom has a queen-size berth with inner-spring mattress, plus private access to the forward head and a separate shower compartment.

The master stateroom offers a queen-size island berth with inner-spring mattress, hanging lockers and storage space, plus a private head compartment with stall shower.

The stateroom features comfortable seating with available table that folds to double as a lounge with double inners.

The salon features a dinette with pedestal table, 40" flat-screen TV, and hardwood floors.

The galley is fully equipped with stainless-steel appliances, including a refrigerator/freezer and solid-surface countertops.

Now you can have it all—the luxurious accommodations and spaciousness of an aft cabin with the captivating beauty of contemporary European cruiser styling. It's the new Gemini 396 Motor Yacht.

Our unique, new raised pilothouse design allows for easy access to the cockpit, and is perfectly sized for the 396. Aft steering is a standard feature, with comfortable seating and a large, well-lit changing room.

Separate head and shower compartments provide maximum privacy, with the master head compartment providing easy access for the entire family. And throughout the 396, a new high-gloss, hand-applied finish enhances the luxurious cherry-wood cabinetry and trim.

The salon features a large sofa, two chairs, and a large dining table that seats six. The galley is equipped with a full-size refrigerator/freezer, and solid-surface countertops.

The master stateroom offers a king-size island berth, hanging lockers and storage space, plus a private head compartment with a stall shower.

The stateroom features comfortable seating with available table that folds to double as a lounge with double inners.
It's a stunning example of Carver's legendary ingenuity.

356 Motor Yacht

In the spacious salon the entertainment centers, color TV and VCR are standard. An L-shaped sofa with classic and stylish hardware, and a coffee table that converts into a double berth provide extra sleeping accommodations.

The master stateroom off features a double berth with queen-size mattress, plus private head compartment with stall shower and attached vanity.

Forward head compartment features a shower and storage vanity.

The forward guest stateroom provides a double berth plus hanging locker and storage.

Wherever you spend your time on board, you'll find that the 356 Motor Yacht's wide 13'5" beam allows a remarkable spaciousness and comfort for a craft this size. The fibreglass provides plenty of seating, including a forward bridge lounge, plus complete instrumentation with a control console and an auxiliary instrument panel.

The spacious flybridge with hardtop, electronics arch and available windscreen, offers a superb spot for entertaining or relaxing. And the elegant portholes and fibreglass weatherboards add a stylish touch.

The unusually arranged galley provides a three-burner electric stove with oven, a stainless steel sink and full-size, dual-refrigerator/freezer storage.
It makes every boating adventure a pleasure.

326 Motor Yacht

With an abundance of features usually found on larger boats, Carver's smallest model also is known for its comfort. The 326 Motor Yacht is the only yacht in its class to offer two private staterooms—and the wide-body hull design also provides the roominess for a family-sized salon. On the bridge, the centerline helm configuration enhances visibility, and an ergonomically arranged, wrap-around control console provides full instrumentation. A u-shaped lounge and sliding pilothouse provide seating, and the integrated transom platform with fold-up steps makes boarding easier.

The aft stateroom features double and single berths with upper and lower lockers, plus a sliding, convertable sofa and an unexpected bonus of a microwave oven and sink.

The dinette easily converts to a double berth.

Large windows provide plenty of light in the spacious salon, which features a split French door that converts to a skylight.
The attraction is undeniable, the experience pure enjoyment.

380 Santego SE

- Express cruiser styling with low-profile bridge
- Standard access via walk-through windshield for easier docking
- Single-level interior with walk-through transom
- Walk-around side decks offer total freedom of movement

The salon features a beautiful maple interior, exclusive designer fabrics, and colors. Plus a curved salon sofa and a large, plush wrap-around dinette that converts to sleeping accommodations.

The wet bar with teak top and glass storage is amazeballs. It makes entertaining even simpler.

Exceptionally popular with boaters, the 380 Santego's spacious, open, single-level cabin is great for entertaining. A sliding door leads to the roomy cockpit with its 5' 2" lounge and transom platform with integrated storage and tender.

The flybridge provides convenient walk-through access to the foredeck and seating for ten, including a double-wide helm seat, forward bench seat, plus port and starboard lounges. Belowdecks, the forward stateroom features a double island berth and private access to the head compartment. The galley offers a two-burner electric stove, stainless-steel sink, microwave, and dual refrigerator/freezer.
This kind of popularity is a rare accomplishment.

350 Mariner

The master stateroom has a double berth with direct access to the extra-deep head compartment.

The complete galley includes a full-size dual-cooker refrigerator/freezer, two-hobman, electric stove and sink.

A double-side foredeck can convert to a comfortable sun pad.

With bold design and sleek, sophisticated curves, the 350 Mariner is a true boat designed to please an exceptional amount of attention. "High performance," open, square, forward cabin offers a party-size sofa and ample sleeping accommodations for six.

The secondary forward cabin is outboard with its seating for four, convertible table, set by soft lights, and a forward bench seat, plus a second console with full instrumentation and full wrap-around windshields. A sliding door leads directly from the cockpit to the master stateroom. It's an integral transom platform that includes a spa bathtub.
It's a remarkable triumph in all-weather cruising.

374 Voyager

The fully equipped galley includes a self-contained stove, two burner electric stove, solid surface counter tops, lots of storage and an available microwave oven.

A mid-cabin offers a double berth and optional upper bunk.

The master stateroom with an over island, double berth and ample, convenient storage.

The helm offers excellent, unobstructed visibility and easy access, an L-shaped settee with double berths, provides comfort and convenience, and a handrail adds extra safety.

You'll appreciate the exceptional cruising condition of the 374 Voyager even when the weather is less than perfect—simply go below and enjoy the convenient, available lower station helm. And with a standard long-range fuel capacity, the 374 is perfect for extended cruising.

The spacious, open interior offers a rear facing dinette enhanced by large windows. A large sliding door with screen provides access from cabin to cockpit, and the Euro-style transom features a swim platform with ski awash ladder.
Built with Carver pride and craftsmanship.

Reliability. Structural integrity. Performance. Our yachts blend time-tested building methods with innovative engineering and the most up-to-date proven materials and components. We've also made a commitment to doing everything right, from selecting the highest-quality raw materials to custom-designing the composites for each boat, then affixing fiberglass stringers to double-welded stainless steel rails and through-bolted decks and fittings, so that you can have total confidence in your motor yacht.

Over 1300 highly skilled craftsmen are employed at our 600,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Palmetto, Florida. Their strong Union work ethic and a powerful sense of Carver pride combine to ensure that throughout the manufacturing process we maintain our 1973 stringent standards.

In addition, a vast reservoir of heating technology and experience is available to us through our affiliation with Giorrari Holdings, Inc., the largest independent manufacturer of recreational products in the world.

Strength and integrity without sacrificing style.

If you love elegant, eye-catching style along with strength and integrity, you'll appreciate our year 2000 design changes. New, structurally integrated furling windows, first introduced on our Viceroy Series, are now standard on all Carver yachts. This new approach allows for larger panels and smoother, more graceful styling, incorporating all sorts of interesting shapes and curves that weren't possible before. And they enhance visibility from the salon, even when seated.

To increase structural integrity and eliminate problems such as racking and flexing which occur with conventional 'internal' construction, the deck, cabin top and cockpit of each of our yachts is fabricated as a single unit, creating a structurally unified deck component. For even greater strength, aluminum transom reinforcements are installed into each deck and cabin top unit to structurally integrate these components.

We've eliminated all wood from structural components below the waterline for model year 2000. Our state-of-the-art fiberglass stringer system, for example, is bonded laminated into the hull, providing a non-foam structural backbone, far superior in strength and longevity to the plywood-encapsulated strakes found on most competitive models. In addition, we use a closed-cell urethane foam core in the hull sides below the waterline for optimum strength-to-weight ratios and to further enhance longevity.

Plus, a stainless-steel cap rail provides an additional layer of protection against continued blinding. The hull bottom, applied to the underwater portion of the hull between the garboard and the first layer of fiberglass, minimizes the migration of water through the laminate structure, virtually eliminating the possibility of osmotic blisters.

Because we build it better, we back it better.

To make sure the highest standard of craftsmanship, materials and manufacturing methods we build and assemble most components in our own two-house shops. Experienced Carver craftsmen provide unparalleled attention to detail throughout each step of the manufacturing process. From our fiberglass and Furniture Shops to our Metal Fabrication, Wood Processing, Cabinetry, Welding and Electrical Systems Shops. And, every Carver yacht is subjected to a 350-point inspection process during manufacture, plus extensive evaluation at our in-water testing facility.

The result is a level of execution that allows us to offer a new, industry-leading warranty. Our 7-5-1 Carver Confidence Protection Plan provides a seven-year limited warranty on the hull and deck structure, five-year protection against blistering of the hull laminate, and a comprehensive one-year limited warranty. Plus, it's transferable, so Carver's Limited Warranty for complete details.

As you evaluate your next motor yacht, think about Carver's outstanding reliability, innovative engineering, superior styling and craftsmanship. As you sit in a Carver, you'll get a feel for the quality and attention to detail that goes into each Carver Yacht. A feeling that only Carver Yachts can provide for you.
For additional product information, call Carver Marketing at 920-822-1600.
Or write Carver Boat Corporation, P.O. Box 1010, Pulaski, WI 54162-1010. Corporate Offices: 920-822-3214.
www.carveryachts.com
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